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Chatler Only One Vanilla - Eau
de Parfum for Women 30 ml
Price 5.99 €

Availability Out of stock

Delivery within 2-4 working days

Description
Chatler Only One Vanilla is a vanilla perfume for women.

What Does Vanilla Smell Like? Vanilla has a creamy, warm, comforting, yet also slightly exotic scent. ... Scientific research
has also shown it's a calming and universally pleasant scent. While there are popular perfumes featuring pure vanilla, many
perfumers blend vanilla with florals for a classic, rich feminine scent
Vanilla doesn’t just smell sweet, nuzzleable and delectably comforting:  it’s kind of magic, in flavour and perfume terms. When
we smell or taste anything, our ‘receptors’ constantly wipe those fleeting encounters to prepare for the next flavour or a
smell.  But when vanilla is added to food or fragrance, naturally-present vanillin (and other vanilloids, which we’ll talk about in
a moment) work to ‘hold open’ our vanilloid receptors, slowing down this wiping process – which in turn gives us more time to
perceive, experience and enjoy both scents and flavours.
Vanilla comes from the seeds of a dried pod from a climbing orchid-like plant which flourishes especially well in Madagascar;
 the very best quality of vanilla comes from the Île Bourbon, now known as Réunion. It gets its name from the Spanish word
‘vaina’ (meaning sheath or pod, and translates simply as ‘little pod’.  (Strangely, the flower itself is scent-less.)
Perhaps because vanilla is the second priciest spice in the world, after saffron, the vanilla you smell in many perfumes today
is synthetic vanillin:  clever chemists have worked to mimic the real thing – although the most gifted noses will probably tell
you that real vanilla is earthier, with touches of treacle and a touch of ‘booziness’.
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